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Abstract—In allusion to the lack of formal mathematical 
methods and engineering characteristics on the construction 
of AAPDO (ancient architecture protection domain 
ontology, AAPDO), a construction model on AAPDO based 
on software engineering and CLT (Concept Lattice Theory, 
CLT) is proposed, and the application steps and methods of 
the model are also elaborated on. The model uses a guiding 
ideology of engineering, a formal way of expression and the 
standardized work steps to complete the construction of 
AAPDO. Finally, taking Chinese Traditional Roof as an 
example, an instance on the construction of the field 
ontology of Chinese Traditional Roof based on software 
engineering and CLT is given. 
 
Index Terms—Concept lattice, Software engineering, 
Ontology construction, Ontology for ancient architectures 
protection 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Ontology construction in ancient architecture 
protection is the premise of all the knowledge 
engineering activities based on its ontology. Improving 
the formalization and standardization level of ontology 
construction in ancient architecture protection is the 
foundation for enhancing interoperability, knowledge 
expression ability and the ontology inferential capability 
on the basis of a semantic ancient architecture software 
intersystem. Ontology construction in ancient architecture 
protection has attracted increasing attention in the ancient 
architecture and other related research fields. For 
example, Nadezhda Govedarova, et al.[1] put forward 
architecture knowledge management based on ontology 
in Bulgaria cultural heritage BULCHINO network 
directory project, for searching and browsing; Liu Qifeng, 
et al.[2] proposed a design method for ontology 
repository based on Ontology Definition 
Metamodel(ODM), to build framework ontology by 
recognizing the key concepts and their incidence relation 

in ancient architecture protection; Bai Weijing, et al.[3] 
designed and implemented an ancient architecture 
repository using semantic web technology, thus 
established an automatic animation system; Song Yu, et 
al.[4] established an ontology model integrating 
architecture components, culture and  structure, thus 
explored a retrieval system based on the ancient 
architecture component ontology. These studies achieve 
their objectives through the establishment of ancient 
architecture ontology. However, one common feature is 
that their ontology construction in ancient architecture 
basically relies on personal knowledge or experience of 
researchers, developers and experts, which easily causes 
the ontology concept deletion or repetition, even the 
ambiguity and confusion among the concepts due to its 
strong subjectivity. Particularly, when faced with 
large-scale data organization, it is time-consuming, 
laboursome and inefficient. Therefore, ontology 
construction in ancient architecture by formalization 
mathematical method is of great significance. 

CLT is a branch of applied mathematics, which is a 
kind of knowledge description and data analysis tools 
built on the hierarchy of concept based on the 
mathematics. With the help of CLT, the concepts 
composed of the extent, the intent and the hierarchical 
relationships among these concepts can be discovered, 
constructed and demonstrated. It is a formal and 
standardized domain ontology construction method. CLT 
and domain ontology are the two kinds of methods on 
formal knowledge representation, and the literature [5] 
pointed out the links and differences between them. There 
are a lot of published literatures about CLT used in the 
construction of domain ontology [6-10]. These 
documents have laid the foundation for the produce of the 
theory of domain ontology building based on CLT. But 
when they used CLT to build domain ontology, they 
mostly focused on some aspects of domain ontology 
construction or a specific stage, for example, access to 
formal context, concept lattice constructing algorithm and 
the improvement of concept lattice. There are no Corresponding author: Zhenbo Bi
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engineered features in domain ontology building process 
based on CLT. In fact, the ultimate development trend of 
the construction of AAPDO must be an engineering way 
to solve the problem on its building. 

In allusion to the lack of formal mathematical methods 
and engineering characteristics on the construction of 
AAPDO, we propose a construction model on AAPDO 
based on software engineering and CLT. The model 
adopts a guiding ideology of engineering [11-13], a 
formal way of expression and standardized working steps 
to complete the construction of AAPDO, which improves 
the engineering degree and degree of formalization of the 
construction of AAPDO. This will provide a theoretical 
basis and new ideas of application for the work and some 
related research. 

II.  CLT RELEVANT DEFINITIONS 

Definition 1. A binary relation R on set M is called an 
order relation (or shortly an order), if it satisfies the 
following for all elements , ,x y z M∈ : 1) xRx ; 
2) xRy and x y≠ ⇒ not yRx ; 3) xRy and 
yRz xRz⇒ . 

Definition 2. A formal context 
( , , )K G M I= consists of two sets G and M and a 

relation I between G and M. The elements of G are called 
the objects and the elements of M are called the attributes 
of the context. In order to express that an object g is in a 
relation I with an attribute m, we write Img I∈ and 
read it as “the object g has the attribute m”. 

Definition 3. For a set A G⊆ of objects, we define 

{ }' ,= ∈ ∀ ∈A m M g A gIm (the set of attributes 

common to the objects in A). Correspondingly, for a set B 
of attributes, we define 

{ }' ,= ∈ ∀ ∈B g G m B gIm (the set of objects which 

have all attributes in B). 
Definition 4. A formal concept of the context 

( , , )G M I  is a pair ( , )A B  
with , ,A G B M⊆ ⊆ 'A B= , 'B A= . We call A the 

extent and B the intent of the concept( , )A B . 
Definition 5. If ( , )A B  and ( , )C D  are concepts of 

a context. ( , )A B  is called a super concept of 
( , )C D (which is equivalent to that ( , )C D  is a 
subconcept of ( , )A B ), provided that B D⊆ ( which 
is equivalent to C A⊆ ), we write ( , ) ( , )C D A B≤ , 
namely, ( , ) ( , ) ( )C D A B B D C A≤ ⇒ ⊆ ⇔ ⊆ . The 
relation ≤  is called the hierarchical order (or simply 
order) of the concepts. The set of all concepts of K 
ordered in this way is denoted by ( ( ), )KΒ ≤ , 
( ( ), )KΒ ≤  is called the concept lattice of the context 
K. 

Definition 6. An order relation ≤  is decided by a pair 
of elements with covering relations (for example, a b≺ ) 

in a finite set ( , )S ≤ , if each element in set S is shown 
with a small circle in the same plane, when b cover a, a 
and b be connected with a line. Thus obtained graph is 
called Hasse diagram of order set ( , )S ≤ . Hasse 
diagram can be used to express vividly the relationship 
among elements in order set. 

III.  CONSTRUCTION MODEL OF AAPDO BASED ON 
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING AND CLT 

As the construction of AAPDO is a systematic project, 
common domain ontology construction methods, such as 
"skeleton method", "Assessment method", "Bernaras", 
"Methontology method" and the "Sensus method", which 
have not formed a unified standard of domain ontology 
construction are application-specific ontology 
construction methods. Therefore, according to the 
characteristics of ancient architecture protection domain 
knowledge and the current difficulties, the construction of 
domain ontology should adopt the development method 
of increment model [13], as shown in Fig.1. Each linear 
sequence in the Fig.1 represents a delta; the result would 
have an ontology which can be used. Among them, the 
first increment is a core ontology which meets the basic 
needs (Performance and features); the second increment 
is an expansion of the previous incremental, as time goes 
on, a completed ontology will be eventually formed 
which meets all application requirements in the field. The 
results of user feedback or comments are the cause of the 
next increment plan. Incremental plan illustrates the need 
for core ontology changes, also illustrates the need to 
increase the features and performance.  

In Fig.1, the process flow of each increment can adopt 
waterfall development paradigm or prototype 
development paradigm, here is given priority to with 
waterfall model, the process is divided into six stages: 
learning from the idea of the waterfall model of software 
engineering, the domain ontology description model of 
ancient architecture protection shown in Fig.1 has an 
important practical significance. Here its build process is 
divided into six stages: Ⅰ. Fields and related fields 
definition;II. Feasibility study; III. requirement analysis; 
IV. Domain ontology design; V. Domain ontology 
implementation; VI. Application and maintenance of 
domain ontology. If there are problems involving a 
preceding stage with a vague description at each stage, 
you can return to perfect, as shown in fig.2. In Fig.2, the 
phase division of software development, the key 
problems and the standard of the end of the software 
lifecycle methodology have been the model for a 
reference. Considering some characteristics of ontology 
engineering, some improvements have been made to the 
waterfall model, such as the testing of ontology is omitted 
and tested on the application. In Fig.2, CLT's role is 
mainly reflected in the design stage of AAPDO. The 
detailed corresponding model of CLT combined with 
software engineering is shown in Fig.3. 
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A.  Fields and Related Fields Definition 
The priority of AAPDO engineering is to fully 

understand the domain knowledge. To understand the 
domain knowledge, first, we must have a definition on 
domain knowledge to determine what knowledge is to be 

studied in the field of knowledge, at the same time, the 
cross of one domain knowledge and other fields of 
knowledge must also be defined. Finally, specifications 
of fields’ definition need to be written. 

 
Figure 1. Incremental model of ancient architecture protection ontology 

B.  Feasibility Study 
After the scope of range of fields and related fields 

definition is defined, we need to analyze whether the 
existing resources can live up to modeling the defined 
domain knowledge and whether implementing the entire 
project is feasible, and we also need to estimate the future 
workload and difficulty of the domain ontology 
development. These require knowledge engineers, 
domain experts and the related personnel to decide 
through their comprehensive evaluation. If possible, the 
work can be turned to the next step; otherwise, it is 
necessary to discover and find the factors that may lead to 
failure of the project and to determine whether to proceed 
with the project. At the end of the stage, a feasibility 
study report needs to be written. 

C.  Requirement Analysis 
According to the problems existing in the ancient 

architecture protection, we should explicitly put forward 
the goal to be achieved for the knowledge base in this 
phase, namely, an AAPDO constructed by the five 
elements of the conceptual classes, relations, functions, 
axiom and instances is the goal of the phase, which build 
a bridge of exchange and communication to achieve 
transparent access and interoperability between the 
applications systems and the users and between the 
different applications based on the ontology. This is the 
premise of knowledge development based on the 
ontology. In practice, we should begin from 
understanding application to solve the core problem, and 
the core issues of the applications and the core issues of 
the areas need to be distinguished here, the former 
involves the concepts of multiple areas, there can be or 
not a link between each other; the latter involves the core 
concepts carefully selected of specific areas. Analysis of 
application requirements should begin from the 

decomposition of application problems, and then we can 
draw lessons from the top-down method of software 
engineering to do it. Finally, for specific sub-applications, 
according to the core problems to be solved, we need to 
use the corresponding techniques [14] to extract the core 
term set of areas from data sources, such as an existing 
glossary, documents, databases and domain experts 
according to the specific types of data sources. 

D.  Domain Ontology Design 
The module's central task is to design a complete 

concept lattice, including four subtasks: 
Subtask 1: According to the Binary relation of “Object 

– attributes”, a context of "object as a line head" and 
"attribute as the column name" is created through the 
domain core terms got in the requirements analysis phase, 
namely, a context is represented by a matrix, a head of 
each row of the matrix represents an object Oi, a head of 
each column of the matrix represents an attribute Pj, 
when ,

i j
o p I∈ , it represents that "the object Oi 

have the attribute Pj", then we draw a "*" at the corner of 
the row i and the column j. After finishing the work, we 
need to determine whether the context is a standard 
context, if not, we need to analyze the reasons (such as 
multi-value context, non-purification context), and take 
corresponding measures (such as a multi-valued context 
into a single-valued context, context purification) to 
standardize the context. 

A multi-valued context (G, M, W, I) is composed of 
sets G, M, W and the ternary relationship I among the 
three sets, namely, I G M W⊆ × × ,moreover, 
( , , )g m w I⊆ and ( , , )g m v I⊆ , always implies 
w v= , the elements of G are called the objects, the 
elements of M are called the multi-valued attributes of the 
context and the elements of W are called the attributes of 
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the context. ( , , )g m w I⊆  is read as “The value of 
attribute m of object g is w”. if W has n elements, (G, M, 
W, I) is called a n-value context. According to the 
different types of attribute value of a multi-valued context, 
it mainly includes numerical multi-valued context, 
interval multi-value context and language multi-value 

context [14]. For different types of multi-valued contexts, 
we need to take a different approach (such as membership 
degree transformation method, concepts scaling 
transformation method and Language scale segmentation 
transformation method, etc.) for the conversion of 
single-valued context. 

 
Figure 2. Waterfall model for AAPDO construction 

For ( , , )k G M I= , if ,g h G∃ ∈  and ' 'g h= , 
there must be g h= , then the object g and h are 
redundant, the lines with G and h can be reduced; 
Similarly, ,m n M∃ ∈  and ' 'm n= , there must 
bem n= , then the attribute m and n are redundant, the 
columns with G and h can be reduced. From the 
perspective of object and attribute redundancy, we 
combine the same objects and attributes in the context to 
meet the basic simple purification of the context here. In 
the same context, 
if , ,g h t G∃ ∈ , ' 't g⊂ , ' 't h⊂ , and 

' ' 'g h t∩ = , then the object t is redundant, the line 
with t is reduced [15]. From the perspective of mutual 
expression of objects and attributes, we remove the 
extents (the intents) expressed with the intersection of all 
other objects (attributes) which can be used here. 

Through the above basic operation, the standardization 
of the context can be realized. 

Subtask 2: Through concept lattice construction 
algorithm (algorithm for constructing a batch or 

incremental construction algorithm) [15-17], the standard 
context can be converted into a concept lattice, and 
through the Hasse diagram, the concept lattice can be 
visually represented. And then domain experts and 
knowledge engineers need to determine whether the 
concept lattice is reasonable on the basis of visualization. 
For unreasonable concept lattice, we make it a more 
complete satisfaction concept lattice through adding or 
removing objects, adding or removing attributes, editing 
attributes by certain rules. Concept lattice can generate 
new objects which are not in the table of concept, we can 
add these objects; The whole process is repeated 
continuously until the concept lattice is reasonable and 
perfect. 

Subtask 3: The conversion of the edited concept lattice 
complete mainly includes the naming of top nodes, the 
labeling of intermediate nodes, the removal of bottom 
nodes and the conversion of Relationship between nodes 
to the relationship between concepts in Hasse diagram, 
the conversion result is a domain ontology prototype. 

Subtask 4: According to the actual situation, attribute 
expansion, instance expansion, axioms expansion and 
relationships expansion on the basis of the domain 
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ontology prototype can be done under the participation of 
experts; finally the expanded domain ontology prototype 
has been got. Among them, attribute expansion is used to 
improve the intent of the ontology concept and instance 
expansion is used to improve the extent of the ontology 
concept, relationships expansion aims to perfect the 
relationship of the domain ontology concepts in addition 
to the classification relationship, axioms expansion is in 
order to achieve the ontology reasoning. 

E.  Domain Ontology Implementation 
For the expanded domain ontology prototype, it needs 

to be formalized description through the appropriate 
ontology description tools and language, namely, an 
encoding process of ontology is completed, and the 

resulting domain ontology is got. The encoding process 
includes coding of various aspects, such as domain 
concepts, relationships between concepts, attributes, 
instances, axioms and inference rules. Next we need to 
use an ontology reasoning machine to achieve the 
ontology knowledge reasoning which is based on the 
concept lattice with a mathematical theory support. Using 
the concept lattice will effectively help knowledge 
engineers to complete the logical description of the 
domain knowledge. Here the ontology reasoning 
comprises detecting conflicts, optimizing expression and 
the tacit knowledge acquired by reasoning based on the 
explicit knowledge. 

 
Figure 3. AAPDO construction model based on CLT and software engineering 

F.  Domain Ontology Application and Maintenance 
For the implemented domain ontology, it can be put 

into practical application. However, domain knowledge is 
constantly evolving, with new knowledge creation and 
added in, so the implemented domain ontology cannot be 
fixed and unalterable, according to the development and 
changes of domain knowledge, we often need to improve 
maintenance for the ontology, in this way can we ensure 
universal applicability of the domain ontology. 

IV.  EXAMPLE: THE CONSTRUCTION OF TRADITIONAL 
BUILDING ROOF PROTECTION ONTOLOGY 

The purpose of the example aims to verify the practical 
effect of the proposed model. Therefore, the choice of 
architecture field does not be too complicated to be able 
to clarify the correctness, the availability and ease of use 
of the theory. 

A.  Step 1: Fields and Related Fields Definition 
The field of protection of ancient architecture is a large 

and complex cross-cutting field which is composed of 
multiple sub-domain knowledge. To build the entire 

AAPDO, we need to divide it into many sub-domain 
ontologies to build in turn. First, we build a top ontology, 
and then we built sub-domain ontology. Using the 
method of the top-down, applications decomposition and 
divide and conquer contributes to simplify the 
construction of the ontology. For example, Xi'an is an 
ancient city with a long history and culture, since 
thousands of years, many excellent ancient buildings are 
preserved, such as ancient city wall, ancient gate tower, 
Dayan Pagoda, palace buildings and Bell Tower, etc. Due 
to the long time, these ancient buildings urgently needed 
to be protected through the use of modern advanced 
technology. Therefore, here we have identified Xi'an 
'ancient architecture protection areas and the 
corresponding sub-fields according to the ancient 
architecture types. First, we have built the top ontology 
Xi'an ancient architecture protection ontology, and then 
we have also built sub-domain ontology and their sub 
domain ontologies. 

B.  Step 2: Feasibility Study 
The resources of the construction of Xi'an ancient 

architecture protection ontology consist of economic and 
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technical resources. Economic aspects, the project has 
gained national and provincial research funding support, 
and the related research funds also provide support for the 
project research; technical aspects, the project team has a 
large number of ancient architecture protection experts 
and technical staff who are associated with the research, 
most of them have rich and practical experience, in 
addition, there are also a large number of knowledge 
management engineers, they also have a wealth of 
knowledge management and application development 
experience. Therefore, the project implementation of the 
ontology is feasible, and after the discussion of 
knowledge engineers, domain experts and relevant 
personnel, the future workload and technical difficulty of 
the research projects is also predictable and controllable. 

C.  Step 3: Requirement Analysis 
By analyzing ancient architectural history of china, 

ancient architecture academic literature, ancient 
architecture domain knowledge and ancient architecture 
protection technical literature, we have understood the 
characteristics of knowledge in the field of ancient 
architecture protection and extracted key concepts such as 
ancient architectural complexes, single ancient building, 
components, damaging state and protection technology 

[1]. In protection engineering, we need to use the 
corresponding protection technology according to the 
specific damaged status of components. Wooden 
architecture in Single ancient building is the main; with 
its roof style divided into flush gable roof, overhanging 
gable roof, gable and hip roof, hip roof, pyramidal roof, 
etc.  Protection repair documentation for structural 
description is described through specific technology. In 
allusion to the damaging of specific components, the 
corresponding detailed protection technical description is 
given. To illustrate the problem, here only "Chinese 
Traditional Roof" as an example to tell, and the "Chinese 
traditional roofs" is seen as a special component (a 
combination of many atomic components), which avoid 
the disadvantages of the context that is too large to be 
easy to express, at the same time we also necessarily 
simplify the attributes of the related objects, and added 
some attributes from the perspective of protection. In this 
paper, the vocabulary entry "Chinese traditional roofs"[18] 
in interactive encyclopedia is taken as domain 
unstructured data, and on the basis of which the ontology 
of Chinese traditional roof will be built. "Chinese 
Traditional roofs" is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Figure 4. Chinese traditional roof initial data 

After the text in the vocabulary entry "Chinese 
traditional roofs" is preprocessed, we use natural 
language processing techniques (such as Pao Ding Xie 
Yang Chinese Word Segmentation) combined with 
manual analysis techniques to get the domain 
unstructured data (text), and on the basis of which a core 
terms set has been extracted. The core terms set includes 
an attribute set and an object set, the attribute set: {P1 
main ridge, P2 double eave roof, P3 slope face, P4 palace 
architecture, P5 civil architecture, P6 leaking, P7 damaged 
tile, P8 weeding}; the object set: {O1 hip roof, O2 gable 
and hip roof, O3 pyramidal roof, O4 overhanging gable 
roof, O5 flush gable roof, O6 round ridge roof}. 

D.  Step 4：Domain Ontology Design 
An initial context based on the above attributes and 

object sets is shown in Table 1. At this time, the context 
isn’t a regularization context, the attribute P2 is no 
corresponding object, so the object O1 is changed to the 
object O11 single eave hip roof and the object O12 double 
eave hip roof; the attributes P6, P7 and P8 are important 
public attributes, we put them into the attribute set of the 
father object “Chinese traditional roofs” of the objects 
with these attributes. The objects O4 and O5 should be 
combined into one object according to Subtask 1 of 
Section 2.4, but according to the ancient architectural 
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knowledge, the objects O4 and O5 are actually two 
different objects, here is the same, because some 
attributes are simplified, to make the difference, the 
simplified attribute “P’ protruding gable wall” needs to 
be added in the context shown in table 2. P3 is a 
multi-valued attribute, it needs to be changed to 
Single-valued attributes, so P3 is changed to the attributes 
P31 1-slope face, P32 4-slope face、P33 6-slope face and 
P34 8-slope face，at the same time, in order to make the 
context more rationalized, the object O3 is changed to the 
objects O31 round pavilion roof , O32 4-angle pavilion 
roof, O33 6-angle pavilion roof and O34 8-angle pavilion 
roof. The final context is shown in Table 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE I. 
INITIAL CONTEXT OF CHINESE TRADITIONAL ROOF 

G    
M P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

O1 *   * *   * * * 

O2 *   * *   * * * 

O3 *   *     * * * 

O4 *  *   * * * * 

O5 *  *   * * * * 

O6    *   * * * * 

And when building them, we had communication with 
domain experts to ensure that the concept lattice can meet 
the practical requirements, or they are easy to deviate 
from the field as they really are. Among them, the context 
of Chinese traditional roof was converted into a concept 
lattice shown in Fig. 5 by using Concept Explorer. 

TABLE 2. 
CONTEXT OF CHINESE TRADITIONAL ROOF 

G    M P1 P2 P' P31 P32 P33 P34 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 

O11 *       *     *   * * * 

O12 * *         * *   * * * 

O2 * *     *     * * * * * 

O31   *   *           * * * 

O32   *     *         * * * 

O33   *       *       * * * 

O34   *         *     * * * 

O4 *   *           * * * * 

O5 *               * * * * 

O6     *           * * * * 

 
There are 16 concepts in Fig. 5, in addition to the 

circular nodes with two colors, and the concept 
represented by the other nodes are actually hidden, which 
are domain concepts generated by automatic clustering, 
which represents objects with a number of attributes. The 
concept lattice achieves automatic classification of 
domain concepts or object, the node hierarchy presents 
hierarchy or hyponymy of concepts or classes.  

For each node in  Fig. 5, if domain experts think that 
the concept lattice can't accurately describe the domain 
knowledge, the concept lattice can be edited in the help of 
knowledge engineers in accordance with the relevant 
rules, here to skip this step. After obtaining a complete 
concept lattice, we need to deal with nodes and 
relationships between nodes in the concept lattice to get 
the prototype of the domain ontology. First, with the help 
of domain experts, the corresponding concepts of the 
nodes are named; Second, all the attributes (including 
inherited properties from the ancestor nodes) and instaces 
of the nodes are labeled, namely, the intents and the 

extents of the concepts need to be defined; third, the 
relationships between the nodes are converted into 
relationships between the corresponding concepts. The 
following are the three typical nodes: 

Node 1: Chinese traditional roof（{ O11，O12，O2，
O31，O32，O33，O34，O4，O5，O6 }，{ P6 , P7 ,P8}）， 
This node contains all instance and the common attributes 
of all instances in the domain, and represents a chinese 
traditional roof with P6, P7 and P8 . 

Node 10: single eave hip roof ({ O11 }，{ P1 ,P32 , P4 , 
P6 , P7 , P8}). 

Node 16: ( Φ ,{ P1 ,P2 ,P’,P31 , P32 , P33 , P34 , P4 , 
P5 ,P6 , P7 , P8})，the bottom node represents that no roofs 
meet all the attributes, the concept needs to be removed.  

After completing the conversion of concept lattice, we 
have gotten the ontology prototype of "Chinese 
traditional roof”, the ontology prototype removed the 
bottom node is shown in Fig. 5.  
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Figure 5. Concept lattice of Table 2 

Attributes, instances and axioms in the prototype may 
appear imperfect, so their expansions need to be done 
with the help of domain experts and knowledge engineers. 
For example, for the concept 10 (node 10): single eave 
hip roof（{ O11 }，{ P1 ,P32 , P4 , P6 , P7 , P8}）, the axiom 
{single eave hip roof class (P4. P1) ∀ ( P32. P1)} is 
added. 

E.  Step 5: Implementation of the Domain Ontology 
We use protégé and ontology language RDF/OWL to 

describe the ontology, in face, protégé can automatically 
generate the RDF/OWL code of the ontology, the 
ontology of Chinese traditional roof contains 15 concepts 
and 11 attributes, which clarify the relationship between 
the concepts, the attributes of concepts and instances. 
Parts of concepts and their relationships in Chinese 
traditional roof ontology represented in RDF are as 
follow: 

…… 
<rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" O11"       
    <rdfs: subClassOf  rdf: resource="# O1" /> 
  </rdfs: Class>  
…… 
  <rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" O1" 
    <rdfs: subClassOf  rdf: resource="#Croof" /> 
  </rdfs: Class> 
  <rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" Croof " 
    <rdfs: subClassOf  rdf: resource="# Ccomponent 

" /> 
  </rdfs: Class> 
   …… 
  <rdfs: Class rdf: ID=" Ccomponent " 
    <rdfs:comment> component class </rdfs: 

comment> 
  </rdfs: Class> 
…… 
<rdfs: Property rdf: ID=" P8" 
      <rdfs: domain rdf: resource="# Croof " /> 
      <rdfs: range rdf: resource="&rdf; Literal" /> 
</rdfs: Property > 
…… 

Ontology reasoning is based on RDF file using 
reasoning machine RacerPro to achieve the ontology 
reasoning process. Description logic is the basis of 
ontology reasoning, therefore, it is particularly important 
how to accurately obtained logical relationships between 
the domain ontology concepts from domain ontology 
model. Combining with Fig. 5, we summarized the actual 
situation of the use of concept lattice to improve 
description logic. For example, node 2 ⊆ node 1，this 
mean that node 2 is its sub concept of node 1; with 

6Pr (1, )Has operty P , we can get 

6 6(1,2) Pr (1, ) Pr (2, )kindOf Has operty P Has operty P∧ ⇒ , 

among them, 6Pr (1, )Has operty P  represents that 

node 1 has attribute P6, (1, 2)kindOf  represents node 
2 ⊆ node 1; node 4 ∩ node 6 represents the intersection 
of all attributes of the two concepts; node 9 ∪ node 10，
represents the union of all attributes of the two concepts；
¬ P1 represents the roof without a main ridge;  ∃ P4.P1 
represents that there are at least a subsequent attribute for 
node 4 ； ∀ P4.P1 represents that there are any a 
subsequent attribute for node 4; single eave hip roof class 
≡ ( ∀ P4.P1) ∩  ( ∀ P32. P1)，represents the two are 
equivalent. 

F.  Step 6: Domain Ontology Application and 
Maintenance 

For the ontology has been achieved, we have intended 
to apply it to Xi'an ancient architecture protection 
knowledge management systems and ancient architecture 
protection knowledge retrieval systems based on the 
ontology. Those systems are developed based on a Web 
platform, which make full use of the advantages of 
internet. In the course of the systems ‘running, if we find 
that some parts of the ontology in the bottom of the 
systems cannot meet the actual needs, or new knowledge 
appears, we will keep upgrading the ontology to ensure 
its effectiveness. 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS 

The construction of AAPDO is a type of large and 
complex system engineering. Our work reasonably 
applied software engineering and CLT to the process of 
the domain ontology building, which is with engineering 
characteristics of ontology building and rigorous 
mathematical theory; the proposed model supports all the 
phases of the domain ontology of ancient architecture 
protection. And it has effectively improved the 
standardization level, engineering level and formal level 
on the domain ontology description of ancient 
architecture protection. In consideration of the small 
scope of cases in the work, the related studies should be 
taken as the focus in the next step to ensure the effective 
domain ontology building of ancient architecture 
protection in a wide range. 
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